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Series Sermon Recordings 
Discipleship Resources 

 

SUGGESTED SUPPLIES 
Note cards (or paper) and pens. 

 
QUESTIONS?  

Email Abby  
Abby@highrock.org 

 
 
 

 

LEADER NOTE: UPDATES & REMINDERS 
 

BLESS Series Resources 
CLICK HERE to read more about this series. 

 

BLESS ACRONYM 
Begin with Prayer 

Listen 

Eat together 

Serve Sacrificially 

Share your stories. 

 

BLESS EVENT/S 
 

Serve Together  

SAVE THE DATE & SIGN UP Clean water is crucial for health, 

education, and commerce in Congo. Next month we’ll be 

partnering with World Vision’s Walk for Water. Sign up on our 

website today! 

 

Share Your Story 

Get to know your story by using this helpful tool. You can 

access the link here and then save it as a PDF. Go through the 

exercise this week and then check in as a small group to 

reflect on what you learned. 
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 
HOW TO USE: The three sections below (opening, sermon content questions, and application) represent the three connections we                  
emphasize at Highrock: connecting to God’s People, connecting to God Personally and connecting to God’s Purposes. Select at least                   
one question from each section or create questions that are more specific to your group.  

 

WEEKLY CHECK IN 
Use a few minutes at the beginning of your time to follow up on any action items shared from last week. Was there a next step or                           
application challenge that they took on this past week? What did they learn about themselves and following Jesus?  

 
CONNECTION QUESTIONS 
Choose ONE of these that fits your group, or modify it so that it will fit your group better. These can make great opening questions 
or ending questions. If you have had a really in-depth conversation, ending on a light note can help transition to concluding your 
time Together on a less intense question.  

1. When have you talked with someone who had a great answer to a questions you had? How did you noticed they were 

prepared but also genuine?  

 

SERMON QUESTIONS 

Use a couple of the questions below or make up your own. You can always begin with: “Do you have any questions about what you 

heard in the sermon this week?” Or, “What stood out to you from the Pastor’s sermon?” 

HIGHLIGHT: OPTIONAL SMALL GROUP ACTIVITY (takes 60-90 minutes) 

Practice intentionally reflecting on your own story using the small group resource. It includes instructions and a framework for 

reflecting on and sharing your story in a group. As you go through the exercise, you are encouraged to always be mindful of your 

own boundaries. Reflect honestly in your personal time and then share as you feel is appropriate for yourself when you reflect as a 

group.  

This sermon has three steps to help frame “Share your Story.” The questions below will help you think through these steps and 

start you thinking about what your own story is. 

1. LISTEN to THEIR stories  

2. SHARE YOUR story 

3. Share GOD’S story 

 

1. When has being curious about someone's story opened a door for relationship and/or faith sharing in you life? 

a. Sermon Reference: “So first, make sure you understand their story.  If you’ve been doing the praying, listening and 

eating that we’ve talked about in this series, then I hope you do understand it!  The best spiritual conversations 

always begin with genuine interest.  We are not trying to teach you techniques to trick people into trusting Jesus, 

no!  We’re trying to equip you to bless people, which includes sharing the good news about Jesus that someone 

once shared with you, and probably changed your life!” 

2. Share about what some barriers or fears which keep you from being prepared to give an answer? 

a. Consider and share time/s you have experienced hope in your life. 

i. Sermon Reference: “But when you live and love that way other people will see it too, and eventually 

they’re going to ask about it.  And when they do, Peter continues,  (1 Peter 3:14b) “be prepared to give an 

answer to everyone who asks you to give the reason for the hope that you have.” Many of you live in a 
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way that will make people ask questions – but most of you are not prepared to give an answer to everyone 

who asks you to give the reason for the hope that you have.” 

3. Share Your Story: In pairs or threes, share something about how your life has been changed by knowing Jesus with the 

person next to you. Try to keep it to under 3 minutes a person. Use a timer and see if everyone can fit their response in that 

limit. 

a. Sermon Reference: “In the same way, sharing what you love about Jesus can help people understand God in a far 

more personal way than diving right into some thick, well-thought out theological presentation...But remember, 

this is an elevator pitch, not an unabridged autobiography! So make it concise – short enough not to bore people.  If 

they’re interested, they can ask for more.” 

4. Share God’s Story: In the same groups (or different pairings) Take time to practice answering  the third story part--your life 

after the encounter with Christ, describing the difference God has made in your life, what would you say right now?  

a. Sermon Reference: And once you have that story – practice!  Like budding entrepreneurs, try out your story on 

some friends who can give you feedback.  They’ll tell you which details are missing, or unnecessary.  You’ll feel so 

much more confident and less self-conscious if you’ve practiced so that in the moment your full attention can be on 

the person you’re telling rather than worrying about the story you’re telling. 

5. Share God’s Story: How would you explain Jesus’ core message? What key points are important to convey? In what personal 

ways can you support those points? 

a. Sermon Reference: “The third step is to share God’s story, and this is where most of us are the least prepared.  You 

may have Read the Bible many times, Pray daily and truly be following Jesus, but when you try to explain what you 

believe in a few minutes, you fumble and stammer like my start up friend.Most Christians go to one of two 

extremes when telling God’s story.  We either say too little, or we say too much.  How would you explain Jesus’ core 

message?” 

6. When Pastor Dave said, "If you started following Jesus and it didn’t really change you, it’s probably not Jesus you’re 

following," what reflection of your own life did this prompt?  

a. Sermon Reference: “Before I move on to the next section, I want to slow down to reflect on a truth of tremendous 

importance: If you started following Jesus and it didn’t really change you, it’s probably not Jesus you’re following. 

You may be following religious rules, or following a Fairy Godmother who promises that all your dreams will come 

true someday, but you are not following Jesus, because truly trusting and following Jesus changes people.” 

APPLICATION/S 

7. Where do you feel like you would like to start becoming more familiar with your story? 1. Sharing your Story 2. Sharing 

God’s story? 

a. What ways this week can you intentionally becoming more familiar with that story? Who is someone you could 

practice with? 

CLOSING 

Summarize the key points of your discussion and encourage people to share one action step they could take during the next week 

based on what they have shared. Take time to pray together.  Write those down and start next week by checking in with how it 

went, or better yet, check in during the week! 

 

RESOURCES 
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SERMON SCRIPTURE REFERENCE 
 

1 Peter 3:14- 16 

“Do not fear what they fear; do not be frightened.” But in your hearts revere Christ as Lord. Always be prepared to give an answer to 

everyone who asks you to give the reason for the hope that you have. But do this with gentleness and respect, keeping a clear 

conscience, so that those who speak maliciously against your good behavior in Christ may be ashamed of their slander.” 

 

 

 

SCRIPTURE STUDY: 5Cs 

If you are interested in studying the scripture more deeply, one way to study scripture is through using the 5 Cs. Read through the 
passage and move through each C. The goal is not to move through them quickly but to really consider each section. If you wanted 
to study the passage together, you, as the leader should take some time beforehand to complete the Cs and it can be helpful to have 
group members come prepared with the first 3 already considered. Then, as a group you can briefly talk over some of the points and 
then have a longer conversation about curiosites and conclusions. This study tool will be posted within all of the discussion 
questions. 

● Context: What is the literary context of the passage? What comes before? After? Context within whole book? Relation to 

main idea of section, book, testament, whole Bible? 

● Christ: How is Jesus revealed here? If in OT, prefiguration, typology, prophesy, implications for Christ's person and work? 

How is he needed, anticipated, fulfilled?  

● Crux: What is the main idea? Try and find a section of the text that states it and have reasons for why that is the main idea? 

How do the other points support it? 

● Curiosities: What is surprising about this text? Controversial? Mysterious? Shocking?  

● Conclusions: What are the implications for our lives? Application? How do we think, feel, and act in light of this text? 
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